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COMPOTEXA

Upgrade your kitchen and bathroom with Compotexa — 
a trusted name in the industry since 2003. We offer a wide 
range of products, from bathroom washbasins and kitchen 
sinks to faucets, accessories, and shower systems. 

We join forces with leading industry partners, both within 
Lithuania and internationally, as well as R&D and end-users 
to develop and deliver the most innovative and advanced 
products for our customers. Our products are manufactured 
to the highest standards and are rigorously tested in 
our own laboratory to meet the European Standard EN 
14688:2015+A1:2018. 

Our dedicated quality control team ensures that each 
production batch meets our high standards before it 
reaches our customers.

With a strong focus on building long-term partnerships, we 
serve customers in Europe, the United States, Australia and 
Asia. 

Moreover, our company is ISO 9001-certified so you can be 
assured that all is taken care of.
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Introducing COMPOTEXA's 
patented brand — crafted 
exclusively for you

Discover the TURTL® difference:

Inventive designs that push boundaries;

Quality and functionality at the forefront of everything we do;

Stylish and functional designs that are easy to use;

Convenient innovation that makes life simpler.

TURTL®, PREMIUM brand of kitchen and bathroom products. 
With over 20 years of experience in manufacturing and 
numerous international exhibitions, we've created a brand that 
combines elegance and unparalleled quality. 

The brand logo represents a harmonious blend of water and 
durability. The shell symbolizes strength and solidness, while 
its droplet shape illustrates the fluidity and ever-changing 
nature of water. 

Don't miss out on the opportunity to elevate your business 
with TURTL®'s unique offering.

All TURTL® washbasins, faucets, shower systems 
come with 5-year warranty, accesories are 
covered by 2-year warranty. Upgrade your 
business with TURTL®'s unique approach to 
design and functionality.
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Material

Top layer: Sanitary gelcoat
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Experience the ultimate 
hygiene and style with 
TURTL® sanitary gelcoat

Transform your bathroom into a sanctuary of 
cleanliness with TURTL®'s sanitary gelcoat 
washbasins. Our cutting-edge technology creates a 
non-porous surface that effectively blocks germs 
and bacteria from attaching to the basin. This 
makes cleaning easy, leaving you with a spotless 
and hygienic bathroom.

Made from a blend of marble dust and chips, bound 
together with resin and pigment, it offers a strong 
foundation for the gelcoat finish.

Effectively prevent the build-up of microbes. With 
chemical-free materials, our products are not 
only safe for food contact but also align with our 
commitment to sustainability. Choose TURTL® 
for a polished, professional look that guarantees 
customer satisfaction.

Washbasins, featuring a mirror-like shine that is 
sure to impress. Our glossy surfaces exude a sense 
of luxury and neatness, adding an extra touch 
of elegance to any space. And with temperature 
resistance up to 90°C, you can be sure that our 
products will stand the test of time.

Simply wipe the surface with a dry cloth and 
occasionally brush with non-abrasive detergents. 
Save time and effort while enjoying a polished 
and professional look with TURTL®'s hassle-free 
cleaning solution.

Bottom layer: Composite marble

TURTL®'s washbasins feature a unique ribbing and 
design that makes cleaning and removing water and 
liquids effortless.
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BREVI
Round shape, countertop

BREVI BQO400 available in:  

Ø: 400 mm
D: 143 mm
No overflow
  

BQO400

Elevate your business with BREVI's washbasins. The pleasing round shape 
and smooth gelcoat finish make these washbasins a perfect addition to any 
interior. 

The non-porous, seamless, and 700 (glossy white) colour gelcoat surface 
not only increases resistance to microbes but is also easy to maintain. Our 
washbasins are compatible with both counter or in-wall-mounted faucets, 
providing you with a versatile option for your business.
 
Upgrade your space with BREVI's high-quality washbasins.

KARATO 1377 tall-700

Recommended
washbasin faucet

Surface: Glossy coat
Material: Composite marble + Sanitary gelcoat

Series

Installation over the countertop

700 
(glossy white)

Color:
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Perfectly smooth top

Easy  water  drainage

CLICK-CLACK waste

SOFT design

Snow white surface 
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INTRA, NOVATIO
Various – shaped, countertop

INTRA BQS590 available in:  

W: 383 mm
L: 590 mm
D: 178 mm
No overflow
  

Surface: Glossy coat
Material: Composite marble + Sanitary gelcoat

Installation over the countertop

BQS590

INTRA’s washbasins radiate elegance and sophistication. The refined curves 
of these washbasins add a touch of perfection to any space. The premium-
quality Sanitary gelcoat technology ensures not only a non-porous, 
hygienic surface coating but also makes it easy to clean and maintain.

With their bold and unique shape, stunning curves and a sense of 
modernity, NOVATIO's washbasins are sure to be a statement piece in any 
bathroom space.

The 700 (glossy white) colour and soft surface add a touch of elegance to 
any bathroom space.

LONGA 1380 tall-001

Recommended
washbasin faucet

Series

700
 (glossy white)

Color:
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LONGA 1380 tall-001

Surface: Glossy coat
Material: Composite marble + Sanitary gelcoat

NOVATIO BQM560 available in:  

W: 394 mm
L: 560 mm
D: 121 mm
No overflow

BQM560

BELEGA 1383 tall-001

Recommended
washbasin faucet

Installation over the countertop

700 
(glossy white)

Color:
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SEVERE
Square-shaped, countertop

SEVERE BQK40 available in:  

W: 400 mm
L: 400 mm
D: 120 mm
No overflow
  

Surface: Glossy coat
Material: Composite marble + Sanitary gelcoat

Installation over the countertop

BQK40

The clear and strict lines of the elegant and minimalist SEVERE washbasin 
add sophistication and luxury to every bathroom. The exceptional shine 
exudes a sense of cleanliness and elegance. 

The 700 (glossy white) colour, non-porous, seamless gelcoat surface 
increases resistance to microbes. 

The composite granite colour options of 601 (black metallic) and 220 (argent) 
give a luxurious feel of natural stone (pages 24–27). Our washbasins can be 
combined with both countertops and in-wall-mounted faucets, providing you 
with a versatile and functional option for your business.

MALDIKA 1349-001

Recommended
washbasin faucet

Series

Granite Silicsana colors:

220
(argent)

601
(black metallic)

700
 (glossy white)

Color:
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MALDIKA 1349-001

Surface: Glossy coat
Material: Composite marble + Sanitary gelcoat

SEVERE BQK60 available in:  

W: 400 mm
L: 600 mm
D: 120 mm
No overflow Installation over the countertop

BQK60

BELEGA 1383 tall-001

Recommended
washbasin faucet

Granite Silicsana colors:

220
(argent)

601
(black metallic)

700
 (glossy white)

Color:
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FABELA
Round, countertop

FABELA BQR40 available in:  

Ø: 400 mm
D: 120 mm
No overflow
  

Surface: Glossy coat
Material: Composite marble + Sanitary gelcoat

Installation over the countertop

BQR40

FABELA's sleek, refined, and ergonomic washbasins feature a leak-proof design 
with no seams, good flow lines, and a long lifespan. 

The 700 (glossy white) colour and mirror shine finish add a touch of elegance to 
any bathroom. 

The washbasins are also available in 601 (black metallic) and 220 (argent) 
surfaces made from durable Granite Silicsana that gives a natural stone 
appearance and luxurious, work-of-art look to any bathroom (pages 24–27).

FABELA are compatible with both counter and in-wall-mounted faucets.

LONGA 1380 tall-001

Recommended
washbasin faucet

Series

Granite Silicsana colors:

220
(argent)

601
(black metallic)

700
 (glossy white)

Color:
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LONGA 1380 tall-001

Surface: Glossy coat
Material: Composite marble + Sanitary gelcoat

FABELA BQR60 available in:  

W: 400 mm
L: 600 mm
D: 120 mm
No overflow Installation over the countertop

BQR60

BELEGA 1383 tall-001

Recommended
washbasin faucet

Granite Silicsana colors:

220
(argent)

601
(black metallic)

700
 (glossy white)

Color:
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Rectangular, built-in

FLOW's timeless and versatile rectangular built-in washbasins available in 
a variety of sizes, are suitable for any interior. Enjoy the comfort of easy 
maintenance and light-draining features of FLOW for a smooth bathroom 
experience.

The 700 (glossy white) colour washbasin's gelcoat surface is a perfect choice 
for a bathroom that is always clean and shiny. 

The washbasins are also available in Granite Silicsana colours: 601 (black 
metallic) and 220 (argent) which offer a natural stone impression (pages 
24–27).

FLOW — designed to seamlessly integrate with countertop faucets.

FLOW

FLOW BQF100, BQF80, BQF60  available in:  

W: 461 mm
L: 1010 mm
D: 115 mm
With overflow
  

Surface: Glossy coat
Material: Composite marble + Sanitary gelcoat 

BQF100

Series

Installation built into the countertop

Granite Silicsana colors:

220
(argent)

601
(black metallic)

700
 (glossy white)

Color:
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BQF80

W: 461 mm
L: 610 mm
D: 115 mm
With overflow
  

BQF60

W: 461 mm
L: 810 mm
D: 115 mm
With overflow Installation built into the countertop Installation built into the countertop
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Rectangular, built-in

DECORUS's modern and sleek washbasins. The clear, angular shapes and 
straight lines add a touch of sharpness to any bathroom space. The Sanitary 
gelcoat reflects light, adding a touch of luxury and cleanliness to any space.
The washbasins are available in 700 (glossy white) colour with a glossy, soft 
top for easy water drainage. 

DECORUS also offers Silicsana Granite colours: 220 (argent) and 601 (black 
metallic) which look great in modern bathrooms (pages 24–27).

These washbasins can be easily combined with countertop faucets for a 
polished and functional look.

DECORUS

DECORUS BQA100, BQA80, BQA60  available in:  

W: 450 mm
L: 1000 mm
D: 120 mm
With overflow
  

Surface: Glossy coat
Material: Composite marble + Sanitary gelcoat

BQA100

Series

 Installation built into the countertop

Granite Silicsana colors:

220
(argent)

601
(black metallic)

700
 (glossy white)

Color:
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BQA80

W: 450 mm
L: 800 mm
D: 120 mm
With overflow

W: 450 mm
L: 600 mm
D: 120 mm
With overflow
  

BQA60

 Installation built into the countertop  Installation built into the countertop
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Various shapes, mounted under the countertop

The NECES collection is a modern masterpiece that exudes style and elegance. 
A glossy coat adds a touch of shine and reflection, creating a visually stunning 
space. The elegant and minimalistic design seamlessly blends into any interior, 
making it the perfect choice for any bathroom. 

The 700 (glossy white) colour washbasins are easy to clean and maintain, 
ensuring a polished and professional look. 

The Granite Silicsana colours: 220 (argent) and 601 (black metallic) options add 
a natural stone look to any bathroom (pages 24–27).

NECES washbasins are versatile and compatible with both counter or in-wall-
mounted faucets.

NECES

NECES  BQC49, BQC50, BQC53 available in:  

W: 416 mm
L: 493 mm
D: 155 mm
With overflow
  

Surface: Glossy coat
Material: Composite marble + Sanitary gelcoat

Installation under the countertop

BQC49

Series

Granite Silicsana colors:

220
(argent)

601
(black metallic)

700
 (glossy white)

Color:
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Installation under the countertop Installation under the countertop

BQC50

W: 400 mm
L: 505 mm
D: 125 mm
With overflow

W: 370 mm
L: 535 mm
D: 150 mm
With overflow
  

BQC53
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LOCUS
Square-shaped, over the washing machine

LOCUS BQW520 available in:  

W: 520 mm
L: 600 mm
D: 77 mm
With overflow
  

Surface: Glossy coat
Material: Composite marble + Sanitary gelcoat

Installation over the washing machine

BQW520

The LOCUS model is a practical and innovative solution for your laundry room. 
This mounted washbasin is designed with an overflow protector to prevent 
water spillage, making it a safe and reliable choice. 

The 700 (glossy white) finish adds a touch of elegance to any laundry room. 
The ergonomic and compact design of LOCUS makes it a perfect fit for various 
washing machines. 

And its compatibility with countertop faucets makes it a versatile option. 
Upgrade your laundry room with LOCUS's practical and stylish washbasin.

FIGURO 1343 -700

Recommended
washbasin faucet

Series

700
 (glossy white)

Color:
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Surface: Glossy coat
Material: Composite marble + Sanitary gelcoat

LOCUS BQW600 available in:  

W: 600 mm
L: 600 mm
D: 77 mm
With overflow Installation over the washing machine

BQW600

FIGURO 1343-001

Recommended
washbasin faucet

700
 (glossy white)

Color:
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Material
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Material Granite Silicsana

Introducing Granite Silicsana's TURTL® bathroom washbasin 
collections DECORUS, NECES, FLOW, FABELA, and SEVERE, expertly 
crafted with the premium SILICSANA composite granite surface. 
Washbasin models are designed to cater to the needs of international 
customers while incorporating the latest trends. Each TURTL® 
washbasin is unique and practical, making them the perfect addition 
to a wide range of spaces.

Modern designs make composite granite washbasins especially 
popular in classic and minimalist bathrooms. The material boasts 
a natural stone look and feel, exuding a sense of elegance and 
authenticity, while seamlessly complementing wood interior details to 
perfection.

Designed with functionality in mind, composite granite washbasins 
feature easy water drainage, making them ideal for commercial and 
residential applications. Elevate your bathroom design and enhance 
the functionality with TURTL® composite granite washbasins, the 
perfect solution for individuals, furniture-makers, interior designers 
and any company looking for high-quality, durable and stylish 
bathroom fixtures.

Granite Silicsana colors:

220
(argent)

601
(black metallic)
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FLOW BQF100 
W: 461 mm L: 1010 mm D: 115 mm
Color: 220 (argent) 

FLOW BQF80 
W: 461 mm L: 810 mm D: 115 mm
Color: 220 (argent)

FLOW BQF60
W: 461 mm L: 610 mm D: 115 mm
Color: 220 (argent)

All Granite Silicsana washbasins series

DECORUS BQA100
W: 450 mm L: 1000 mm D: 120 mm
Color: 220 (argent)

DECORUS BQA80
W: 450 mm L: 800 mm D: 120 mm
Color: 220 (argent)

DECORUS BQA60
W: 450 mm L: 600 mm D: 120 mm
Color: 220 (argent)

NECES BQC49
W: 416 mm L: 493 mm D: 155 mm
Color: 220 (argent)

NECES BQC50
W: 400 mm L: 505 mm D: 125 mm
Color: 220 (argent)

NECES BQC53
W: 370 mm L: 535 mm D: 150 mm
Color: 220 (argent)

SEVERE BQK40
W: 400 mm L: 400 mm D: 120 mm
Color: 220 (argent)

FABELA BQR40
Ø: 400 mm D: 120 mm
Color: 220 (argent)

SEVERE BQK60
W: 400 mm L: 600 mm D: 120 mm
Color: 220 (argent)

FABELA BQR60
W: 400 mm L: 600 mm D: 120 mm
Color: 220 (argent)
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FLOW BQF100 
W: 461 mm L: 1010 mm D: 115 mm
Color: 601 (black metallic)

FLOW BQF80 
W: 461 mm L: 810 mm D: 115 mm
Color: 601 (black metallic)

All Granite Silicsana washbasins series

FLOW BQF60
W: 461 mm L: 610 mm D: 115 mm
Color: 601 (black metallic)

DECORUS BQA100
W: 450 mm L: 1000 mm D: 120 mm
Color: 601 (black metallic)

DECORUS BQA80
W: 450 mm L: 800 mm D: 120 mm
Color: 601 (black metallic)

DECORUS BQA60
W: 450 mm L: 600 mm D: 120 mm
Color: 601 (black metallic)

NECES BQC49
W: 416 mm L: 493 mm D: 155 mm
Color: 601 (black metallic)

SEVERE BQK40
W: 400 mm L: 400 mm D: 120 mm
Color: 601 (black metallic)

FABELA BQR40
Ø: 400 mm D: 120 mm
Color: 601 (black metallic)

NECES BQC50
W: 400 mm L: 505 mm D: 125 mm
Color: 601 (black metallic)

SEVERE BQK60
W: 400 mm L: 600 mm D: 120 mm
Color: 601 (black metallic)

FABELA BQR60
W: 400 mm L: 600 mm D: 120 mm
Color: 601 (black metallic)

NECES BQC53
W: 370 mm L: 535 mm D: 150 mm
Color: 601 (black metallic)
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Thermostatic Shower 
systems & Washbasin 
Faucets

KARATO 1377 tall-700 
Washbasin faucet
Dimensions, mm: 296,4x191,6
Color: 700 (glossy white)

BELEGA 1383 tall-001
Washbasin faucet
Dimensions, mm: 307x160
Color: 001 (chrome)

MALDIKA 1349-001
In-wall washbasin faucet
Dimensions, mm: 195x194
Color: 001 (chrome)

MALDIKA 1349-MB
In-wall washbasin faucet
Dimensions, mm: 195x194
Color: MB (matte black)

LONGA 1380 tall-700 
Washbasin faucet
Dimensions, mm: 267x180
Color: 700 (glossy white)

KARATO 1377-700 
Washbasin faucet
Dimensions, mm: 189x140,2
Color: 700 (glossy white)

BELEGA 1383-001 
Washbasin faucet
Dimensions, mm: 209x135
Color: 001 (chrome)

LONGA 1380-001                               
Washbasin faucet
Dimensions, mm: 182,9x135 
Color: 001 (chrome)

LONGA 1380-700 
Washbasin faucet
Dimensions, mm: 182,9x135
Color: 700 (glossy white)

LONGA 1380 tall-001 
Washbasin faucet
Dimensions, mm: 267x180
Color: 001 (chrome)

TURTL® brand washbasin faucets and thermostatic shower 
systems are the epitomes of dependability and longevity.
Our team has carefully selected and tested our products to 
ensure they meet the highest quality standards, guaranteeing 
that they will serve you for a long time.
Transform your bathroom into a modern oasis with TURTL®. 
These products are not only designed to elevate the look and 
function of your space, but also provide a touch of luxury and 
exclusivity.
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VERSA 3393S-MB 
In-wall thermostatic shower system
Head shower dimensions, mm: 290x190
Thermostatic faucet box plate 
dimensions, mm: 220x130
Color: MB (matte black)

RONDA 3369-001 
Thermostatic shower faucet
Dimensions, mm: 708x150x65 
Color: 001 (chrome)

FIGURO 1343-001 
Washbasin faucet
Dimensions, mm: 170x111
Color: 001 (chrome)

FIGURO 1343-700 
Washbasin faucet
Dimensions, mm: 170x111
Color: 700 (glossy white)

VERSA 3393S-001 
In-wall thermostatic shower system
Head shower dimensions, mm: 250x250
Thermostatic faucet box plate 
dimensions, mm: 220x130
Color: 001 (chrome)

KVADRATO 3343S-001 
Thermostatic shower system
Dimensions, mm: 752x150x365 
Color: 001 (chrome) 

FUNDO 1543-G
Washbasin faucet
Dimensions, mm: 220x128
Color: G (glossy gold)

FUNDO 1543-C 
Washbasin faucet
Dimensions, mm: 220x128
Color: C (glossy copper)

FUNDO 3363R-G 
Thermostatic shower system
Dimensions, mm: 908x150x365  
Color: G (glossy gold)

KVADRATO 3349S-MB 
Thermostatic shower system
Dimensions, mm: 808x150x365 
Color: MB (matte black) 

FUNDO 3363R-C 
Thermostatic shower system
Dimensions, mm: 908x150x365
Color: C (glossy copper) 

KVADRATO 3343S-BG 
Thermostatic shower system
Dimensions, mm: 790x150x365 
Color: BG (brushed gold)
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Accessories
High-quality TURTL® bathroom shower systems and
accessories in various colours make bathroom interior
carefully fulfilled. 

Stylish and modern bathroom accessories in matte 
black, brushed gold and chrome colors will give your 
bathroom an eye-catching style.

KVADRATO GH-MB
Glass holder
Material: stainless steel + glass
Color: MB (matte black)

KVADRATO QTBH-MB
Toilet brush holder
Material: stainless steel + glass
Color: MB (matte black)

KVADRATO GH-BG
Glass holder
Material: stainless steel + glass
Color: BG (brushed gold)

KVADRATO QTBH-BG
Toilet brush holder
Material: stainless steel + glass
Color: BG (brushed gold)

KVADRATO GH-001
Glass holder
Material: stainless steel + glass
Color: 001 (chrome)

KVADRATO QTBH-001
Toilet brush holder
Material: stainless steel + glass
Color: 001 (chrome)

KVADRATO RHS-MB
Toilet paper roll holder with shelf
Material: stainless steel
Color: MB (matte black)

KVADRATO RHS-BG
Toilet paper roll holder with shelf
Material: stainless steel
Color: BG (brushed gold)

KVADRATO RHS-001
Toilet paper roll holder with shelf
Material: stainless steel
Color: 001 (chrome)
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KVADRATO TB60-MB
Towel holder
Material: stainless steel
L: 60 cm
Color: MB (matte black)

RONDA RBH-001 
Towel hook
Material: zinc alloy
Color: 001 (chrome)

RONDA RH-001 
Toilet paper roll holder
Material: zinc alloy
Color: 001 (chrome)

KVADRATO DTB60-MB 
Double towel holder
Material: stainless steel
L: 60 cm
Color: MB (matte black)

KVADRATO TB60-BG 
Towel holder
Material: stainless steel
L: 60 cm
Color: BG (brushed gold)

RONDA TB-001 
Towel holder
Material: zinc alloy
L:60cm
Color: 001 (chrome)

KVADRATO DTB60-BG 
Double towel holder
Material: stainless steel
L: 60 cm
Color: BG (brushed gold)

KVADRATO TB60-001
Towel holder
Material: stainless steel
L: 60 cm
Color: 001 (chrome)

RONDA RTBH-001 
Toilet brush holder
Material: zinc alloy
Color: 001 (chrome)

KVADRATO DTB60-001 
Double towel holder
Material: stainless steel
L: 60 cm
Color: 001 (chrome)

KVADRATO GS-MB 
Glass shelf
Material: stainless steel + glass
L: 60 cm
Color: MB (matte black)
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Compotexa, UAB      
Phone: +370 618 61362, Taikos pr. 88A, Kaunas LT-51183, Lithuania
www.turtl-sinks.com, info@turtl-sinks.com

TURTLpremium

turtl_premium


